
Our partnership with FDS (Fotodiastasi) is one of the most exciting and impactful in our organization’s history. We are 
excited to be hosting FDS founder and owner Giannis Paleohorinos and his family for their first trip to the United States. 
He will be our banquet speaker and tell us his story in his native language through translators.  
 
Here is a note from some of the FDS employees about working with Giannis:
“Giannis Paleohorinos is a remarkable person. He is enthusiastic, infectiously polite, humorous, empathetic, committed, goal oriented, 
curious and very likeable. Actually these would be already enough attributes to describe any person benevolently. When it comes to 
Giannis, however, they are not enough. Not only does he have a very engaging personality, he is also innovative, visionary, inventive and 
successful. Only very few people embodied lighting decoration’s industry innovative spirit as impressively as Giannis Paleohorinos who is 
also called as “Mr. Christmas”… We are always very happy and looking forward to having our usual infectious, enlightening and motivating 
discussions and talks with him. I read somewhere that Leaders are visionaries with a poorly developed sense of fear and no concept of the 
odds against them. I think, that there is nothing more suitable than this saying to describe his undisputed top-expertise and talent.”

Giannis Paleohorinos is Coming to Town!

At this year’s conference you will get:

• to learn about these exciting FDS products from the creator himself.
• hands-on opportunities with commercial training (where attendees  
    get to assemble these products) and breakout sessions. 

FDS products are a gateway to the larger and higher profile holiday projects that 
can be sold much earlier in the year. Increase your revenues - expand your season.

Let’s all make sure that Giannis, Christina and their son Demitrius have a warm 
TDG/USA welcome.



FOTODIASTASI has manufactured holiday displays since 
1987 when Giannis Paleohorinos founded the company.

Over the years, their customers have come to rely on 
FOTODIASTASI for their quality lighting products, quick 
deliveries, competitive prices and most of all for their 
personalized service.

Their production facilities all over Europe cover a total 
surface of 1.8 million sq. feet.

In their facilities, the future is full of ambitions, 
plans and ideas. FOTODIASTASI continues to focus on 
designing and producing well-engineered products, 
using state-of-the-art technology to meet the creative, 
technical and practical demands of their wide range of 
users and investors.

FOTODIASTASI is well known throughout the world and 
provides a big range of professional decorative lighting 
for outdoor or indoor use.


